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It is shown that a Banach star algebra is a C*-algebra in an equivalent 
norm, if each of its commutative closed star subalgebras is a C*-algebra in an 
equivalent norm. This theorem has several interesting consequences. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A Banach star algebra (LT is called C*-equivalent, if there is a norm 
equivalent to the given norm on 2I which makes 9l a C*-algebra. 2I is 
C*-equivalent if there is an “algebraic” star isomorphism of % onto 
some P-algebra 6. In fact, such an isomorphism is automatically 
continuous (cf. [4, 37.31). Th en, by the open mapping theorem, the 
norm on 6 can be carried back to a C*-norm on ‘% that is equivalent 
to its initial norm. The Banach star algebra ‘?I is said to be locally 
C*-equivalent, if for every self-adjoint t in (Lc the closed star sub- 
algebra C(t) generated by t is C*-equivalent. 
The main result of this paper follows. 
1.1 THEOREM. Every locally C*-equivalent Banach star algebra is 
C*-equivalent. 
This theorem has been conjectured by Barnes, who obtained partial 
results in [l, 21. The following is an equivalent formulation of the 
theorem. 
1.2 THEOREM. Iff or every self-adjoint t in the Banach star algebra 
% there is a locally compact HausdorJf space X such that C(t) b star 
isomorphic to the algebra ‘+ZO(X) f II o a continuous complex-valued func- 
tions vanishing at infinity on X, then !!I is C*-equivalent. 
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Thus, generally speaking, every characterization of commutative 
C*-equivalent algebras or every characterization of Y,-,(X) among its 
Banach star subalgebras may be generalized to noncommutative 
Banach star algebras. Specifically, as Barnes indicates in [I], an 
interesting consequence is the following generalization of a theorem 
of Katznelson to noncommutative Banach star algebras. 
COROLLARY. Let ‘8 be a semisimple Banach star algebra with unit 
and hermitian involution. Then, $3 is C*-equivalent if and only if every 
self-adjoint element with positive spectrum in ‘3 has a self-adjoint square 
root with positive spectrum in 9X. 
In Section 4 we exhibit some further corollaries of this kind. 
In Banach algebra theory it is often useful to characterize global 
properties of a Banach algebra by local properties, since the com- 
mutative subalgebras of a Banach algebra are usually better known 
than the algebra itself. Thus, for instance, the Shirali-Ford theorem 
deduces the global property of symmetry from the local property of 
hermiticity. Another typical example is a theorem of G. K. Pedersen 
which asserts that a C*-algebra of operators on a Hilbert space is 
weakly closed if each of its maximal abelian C*-subalgebras is weakly 
closed (cf. [9]). Th e investigation of locally C*-equivalent algebras is, 
moreover, motivated by a problem of algebraic physics. In [lo] 
Segal postulates that the observables of Quantum theory correspond 
to the self-adjoint elements of a C*-algebra. Since observables 
behave “locally” like continuous functions, here our theorem may 
serve to replace the word “C*-algebra” by the word “Banach star 
algebra” and thus to weaken the not physically justified assumptions. 
There is an extensive literature concerning characterizations of 
C*-algebras and C*-equivalent algebras. We mention only [3] which 
is particularly close to the problems studied here, and refer otherwise 
to the bibliography in [4]. 
The paper is subdivided into four sections: Introduction, basic 
facts about locally C*-equivalent algebras, proof of the main theorem, 
and finally, corollaries of various kinds. We cite most of the results 
about Banach algebras we need from Bonsall and Duncan [4], though 
we do not always follow their notation. Let us note that, excepting the 
three lemmas stated in Section 2, we do not use any of the results of 
Barnes [I, 21. 
I wish to thank Prof. H. Behncke for many valuable discussions on 
the subject. I am also indebted to K. B. Laursen who pointed out to 
me an error in the original version of the proof of Lemma 3.5. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
The results of this section are adapted from [l]. They establish the 
basic properties of locally C*-equivalent algebras. We begin with 
an obvious lemma that permits us to restrict our attention to algebras 
with unit. 
2.1 LEMMA. Let 2f be a Banach star algebra and Zet $3 be the Banach 
star algebra obtained by adjoining a unit to 21. Then 
(a) 2l is C*-equivalent ;f and only if % is C*-equivalent, 
(b) 2l is locally C*-equivalent if and only if % is locally C*- 
equivalent. 
Proof. Apply [4, 12.191. 
The next lemma is more interesting. 
2.2 LEMMA. Let 2I be a locally C*-equivalent algebra. Then 
(a) 2I has hermitian involution, 
(b) 2l is semisimple, 
(c) 2I is star-semisimple and there is a unique algebra-norm [ . / 
on 2X with the C*-property 1 x*x 1 = [ x I2 (x E 2l). 
Proof. (a) The spectrum in C(t) of every self-adjoint t E ‘3 is real. 
Then the spectrum of t in ‘% is real. 
(b) If t is a self-adjoint element of the radical R of 2I, then 
t*t E R, so that t*t has zero spectral radius (cf. [4,25.1]). Then t = 0, 
since t is contained in a C*-equivalent algebra. Therefore R = (01. 
(c) Since for hermitian algebras the star-radical coincides with 
the radical (cf. [4, 41.9]), it follows from (a) and (b) that 2l is star- 
semisimple and thus that there is a C*-norm 1 * 1 on ‘?I. Let 1 . /’ be 
a second C*-norm on %. Then I a*a I = I a*a I’ for all a E a[, since 
all C*-norms on the C*-algebra C(a*a) coincide. Thus / a I2 = 1 a 1’2 
and 1 a / = 1 a I’. 
Next, we state without proof a theorem of Katznelson to which the 
reader will be referred several times. To this purpose we introduce 
some notation. Let B be a set of complex-valued functions on some 
compact Hausdorff space X, and let F be a complex-valued function 
defined on a subset D of @. We say that F operates in B, if F of is in B 
whenever f E B and f(X) C D. y’ denotes the nonnegative square 
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root defined on [0, co) C R. V(X) is the algebra of all continuous 
complex-valued functions on X. 
2.3 THEOREM. (Katznelson [8], cf. also [5, 8.61). Let B be a 
Banach algebra in some norm lying in V(X) which is conjugate closed, 
contains the constants, and separates the points of X. If the function 2/ 
operates in B, then B = V(X). 
This theorem has a very useful consequence for our problem. 
2.4 COROLLARY. If% is a commutative locally F-equivalent algebra, 
then ‘$I is C*-equivalent. 
Proof. Thanks to Lemma 2.1 we may assume that ‘2[ has a unit. 
Since Cu is hermitian and semisimple, % is star isomorphic to an 
algebra 5.H of continuous functions on its spectrum X. Now @ is 
conjugate closed, separates the points of X, and contains the constants. 
The unique C*-norm on @ (cf. 2.2.~) is the uniform norm. If t E ‘%i 
and t(X) is contained in the definition domain [0, co) of 1/, then 
t = t*. Then C(t) is the uniform closure in U(X) of the star algebra 
generated by t. Hence (1/ o t) E C(t) C ‘& Using Katznelson’s 
theorem we conclude that @ = V(X) and thus that % is C*-equivalent. 
Remark. The corollary could also be derived from a less general 
theorem of Katznelson (cf. [7]) h w ose p roof is easier than the one of 
the theorem cited above. 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
All steps of the proof will be stated as lemmas. If ‘u is a locally 
C*-equivalent algebra, then ‘Ql is equipped with its initial norm jl * 1) 
and with the unique C*-norm / * / on % (cf. 2.2). We will show that 
these two norms are equivalent on ‘?I. Since the identity map from Vl 
equipped with 11 *I/ to ‘QI equipped with j * 1 is continuous (cf. [4, 39.3]), 
it suffices to show that there is an M > 0 such that // x 11 < M / x 1 
for all x E ti. 
The proof will proceed by contradiction. Thus, let % be a Banach 
star algebra that is locally C*-equivalent but not C*-equivalent. 
Lemma 2.1 justifies the assumption that % contains a unit. The most 
important reduction of the problem, however, is obtained in the next 
lemma. It says that we may assume that there is a constant K > 0 
such that 2I is K-indecomposable. By this we mean that % has the 
following property: If there is a normal x in Iu (i.e., xx* = x*x) and a 
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not C*-equivalent Banach star subalgebra B of ‘2l such that x * B = 
B . x = (O}, then (1 x I/ < K 1 x j. (Here x * B denotes the set of 
products x . B = {xy 1 y E B). Self-explanatory notations like this 
one will be used, without further comment, several times in this 
section). 
3.1 LEMMA. Let ‘% be a locally C*-equivalent algebra with unit I 
that is not C*-equivalent. Then there is a positive constant K and a 
Banach star subalgebra ‘3’ of 81 containing 1 such that W is locally 
C*-equivalent but not C*-equivalent and 41’ is K-indecomposable. 
Proof. Assume the opposite. Since, then, 9l is not l-indecom- 
posable, there is a normal x1 E 91 and a closed not C*-equivalent star 
subalgebra B, of ‘?l such that x1 .B,=B,.x,={O)and//x,II>Ix,j. 
Write B, for the algebra obtained by adjoining 1 to B, . Then x1 
commutes with 8, . 
Suppose that normal elements x1 ,..., x,-~ of ‘% commuting with 
each other and with a closed star subalgebra 8,-, of ‘3 containing 1 
that is not C*-equivalent have been constructed such that (( xi j( > 
i j xi / (1 < i < n - 1). 
By assumption B,-r is not n-indecomposable. Then there is a 
normal x, E &r and a closed not C*-equivalent star subalgebra B, 
of B,-r such that x, . B, = B, * x, = (0) and Ij x,~ (/ > n 1 x, /. 
Also, x1 ,..., x, commute with A, . 
Thus by induction there is a commutative subset {x, 1 n E N} of 
normal eIements in ‘2l such that // x, // > n j x, /. This is impossible, 
since the commutative / * /-closed (and therefore /I * I/-closed) star 
subalgebra generated by (2, 1 n E N} must be C*-equivalent. 
For the remainder of this section ‘% denotes a fixed locally C*-equiv- 
alent but not C*-equivalent Banach star algebra with unit 1 that is 
K-indecomposable for a fixed K > 0. 
We say that \I * )I and j * ) are equivalent on a subset X of ‘%, if there 
is an M > 0 such that 1) x JI < M) x ] whenever x E X. 
3.2 LEMMA. Let x be an element of % and let X be a subset of ‘3 such 
thatx*X=X.x=x.X*=X*.x=(O). 
(a) If x is normal and 11 x ]]/I x j > K, then jj * )I and j . 1 are 
equivalent on X. 
(b) If 11 x l//l x I > 2K, then 11 *1) and j . I are equivalent on X. 
Proof. (a) If B is the / . i-closed (and therefore /I * [l-closed) star 
subalgebra of 2I generated by X, then x 7 B = B . x = {O}. Since ‘3 
is K-indecomposable, it follows that B is C*-equivalent. 
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(b) Assume / x 1 = 1 and write x = x, + ix, where xi = 
(x + x*)/2 and x2 = (x - x*)/2iare self-adjoint. Then 1 x1 1, 1 x2 1 < 1. 
On the other hand the triangle inequality implies j[ x1 /I > K or 
)I x2 I/ > K. Thus either xi or x2 satisfies the conditions of (a). 
Note that the reasoning in the proof of (b) shows that 9l contains 
self-adjoint elements h such that )/ h II/l h 1 becomes arbitrarily large. 
Given a self-adjoint h in ‘$I, we denote by C’(h) the closed star 
algebra generated by h and 1. 
The spectrum of h in ‘8 is the same as the spectrum of h in C’(h) 
(cf. 14, 5.14]), and is denoted by Sp(h). In the following lemma and 
elsewhere we shall freely identify C’(h) with the algebra of all con- 
tinuous complex-valued functions on Sp(h). The norm j * J then 
coincides on C’(rZ) with the uniform norm and C(h) consists of those 
functions in C’(h) which vanish at 0. 
3.3 LEMMA. Let h be a selfa+oint element of 2I such that 1 h j = 1 
and (1 h )I > 4K + /I 1 11. Then the spectrum of h contains two (necessarily 
unique) points [I and rz with the following properties: 
(i) Iff is in C’(h) such thatf([,) = f(&) = 0, then Ijfl/ < K If/. 
(ii) If f is in C’(h) such that 0 < f < 1 and f ($r) = 1 and 
f(4J = 0, then llfll > Wfl. 
(iii) If f is in C’(h) such that 0 < f < 1 and f (E,) = 0 and 
f&z) = 1, then llf II > K If I. 
Proof. Sp(h) is a topological subspace of the interval [--I, 11. 
Therefore the restriction to Sp(h) of any continuous complex-valued 
function g on [- 1, I] defines an element g of C’(h). 
By induction we shall construct two sequences (gJncN and {gn’)lLEN 
of positive continuous functions on [--I, 11 such that the supports of 
g, and g,’ are intervals of length less than 3/n, such that supp(g,-,) 3 
supp(g,) and supp(gk-,) 3 supp(g,‘) and such that 11 *// and / * / are 
not equivalent on gn * 9l . g,‘. _ Define the function lo by I,([) = I 
whenever .$ E l-1, l], so that lo = 1. 
We write g, = g,’ = 1,. 
Suppose that g, ,..,, g,-, and g,‘,..., g;-r with the desired properties 
have been constructed. We choose, then, continuous positive functions 
k 1 ,..., k, on [-1, l] such that k, + ..* + k, = 1, and such that the 
support of each ki is an interval of length less than 3/n. 11 *11 and j * 1 
are not equivalent on gnel * !2i . d-r . Therefore, given r E N, there 
is an x, Eg%-r . 2I * g:-r such that 1 x, 1 = 1 and (1 x, 11 > r. Since 
x, = z:lgi,jsn &xrffj , the triangle inequality shows that for each r E kJ 
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there are & and j, (1 < i, , jr < n) such that 11 &,x,.& (1 > I/. On 
the other hand 1 &,x,,&., 1 < 1 X, 1 = 1. Since there are only finitely 
many integers between 1 and n, but infinitely many i, and j,, , there 
exist &, and j, between 1 and 1z such that & = & and j, = j, for 
infinitely many r E N. Then 11 *(/ and 1 * j are not equivalent on 
Rio . g’,-I * 9I * &-I ’ RjO . We write g, = kiOgnP1 and g,’ = kj,gkPl . 
Now the sets A, = supp(g, + g,‘) n Sp(h) form a decreasing 
sequence of nonvoid compact sets. M = nl, $I, is nonvoid and 
contains one or two points. (One point, if supp(g, + g,‘) is connected 
for all n, and two points, if there is an 12 such that supp(g, + g,‘) has 
two components.) We next show that for y ~1~ = {f~ C’(h) If(f) = 0 
whenever c E M} one has )I y (/ < K I y I. Let f be a continuous 
function on Sp(h) that vanishes on a neighborhood U of M. There is 
an integer n such that R, C U. For this n we have f + 1, * 2l * En’ = 
fn*Z-‘gn’-f =f*g,‘*%*g, =~nr-%*~gn,*f = {O}. Since f is 
normal and ‘9I is K-indecomposable, this implies I/f 1) < K ] f j. Since 
functions like f are I * I-dense in I, , the inequality I/y I/ < K / y [ 
holds for all y in I, . 
Now suppose that M contains only one point. Then h = hl + g 
wherehER, 1 Al < 1 andgE1 M , / g 1 < 2. This is impossible, since 
then II h II < II 1 11 + K I g 1 < (I 1 II + 2K contradicting the hypoth- 
eses of the lemma. 
M contains therefore two points t1 and [a, and (i) is already 
established. To prove (ii) take f E C’(h) satisfying the conditions 
0 <f < 1 and f(eJ = 1 and f(f,) = 0. Then h = h(c,)f + 
h(5,)(1 - f) + g where g E 1, , lg I < 2 and I h(5dl, I h(t,)l < 1. 
Thereforellhll ~2llfll+,jl~Il+llgII~2llf/l+I/lj/+2Ksothat 
Ilf II > &II h II - II 1 II - 2K) > K. 
Finally (iii) is shown in the same way. 
The proof of Lemma 3.3 shows that, under the hypotheses of the 
lemma, we can choose k, and k, in C’(h) satisfying the conditions 
0 < A,, ka < 1 and k,(S,) = k,(e,) = 1 and k,k, = 0 such that I( . I[ 
and / * 1 are not equivalent on k, - 2l - k, . We denote by X the /I . II- 
closure of k, * 2t * k, . This X will remain fixed until the end of this 
section. 
3.4 LEMMA. X has the following properties: 
(9 II * II and I . I are not equivalent on X, 
(3 II * II and I * I are equivalent on 3” - X and S * AT*, 
(iii) X * X = {O), 
(iv) If u is in X, then u - C(u*u) is contained in X. 
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Proof. (i), (iii), ( iv are obvious from the definition of X. For the ) 
proof of (ii) note that /) k, )/ > K 1 k, / and /I k, /j > K j K, / by 
Lemma 3.3 (ii) and (iii). Moreover, k, . X* . X = X* . X . K, = {0} 
and Ks * X * JE* = X * X* * k, = (0). The assertion then follows from 
Lemma 3.2. 
We continue now the proof of the main theorem with the following. 
3.5 LEMMA. Ij . 11 and ) - j are equivalent on u . C’(u*u) whenever 
u E ‘3 and u2 = 0. 
Proof. Assume that /) * jj and ) * j are not equivalent on u * C’(u*u). 
There is no loss of generality in assuming furthermore that / u j = 1. 
We represent, then, C’(u*u) as the algebra of continuous functions 
on Sp(u*u) C [O, I]. G iven a: E (0, l), consider the following two 
linear spaces 
L = &f If E C’(u*u) and supp(f > C [a, I]), 
Jd = {uf If E C’(u*u) and supp( f ) C [O, a]). 
I, as a normed linear space is isometrically isomorphic to 1, = 
k E w*4 I supp(g) C [% 1119 via the isomorphism @: uf t-+ (u*u)‘l”f. 
Since ja is j . /-complete, I, is too. Hence I, is I/ * II-closed and therefore 
11 *l/-complete. The open mapping theorem shows that then the two 
norms are equivalent on I, . 
Now let 0 < iy < /3 < 1. Then every x E u * C’(u*u) can be written 
asx=x,+x,wherex,EI,, x2EJpand 1x1/ < 1x1, )x21 < 1x1. 
Therefore, if Ij . (j and j * 1 were equivalent on JB , then they would be 
equivalent on u . C’(u*u) in contradiction to the assumption. Con- 
sequently [j . Ij and ( . j are not equivalent on Ja whenever 0 < ,8 < 1. 
Now,ifO <p < 01 < landuf~I,,ug~J~,wehave(uf)(ug)*=O 
and (ug)*(uf) = g *u*uf = u*ug*f = 0, since gf = 0. On the other 
hand we have ufug = 0 and uguf = 0, since u2 = 0. Thus Lemma 3.2 
can be applied and shows that 11 uf Ij < 2K / uf 1 for all uf E I, . 
The linear space I = VW>,, IU is 1 * I-dense in u * C’(u*u). To see 
this observe that @(I) is 1 * 1-d ense in @(u * C’(u*u)) and @ is isometric. 
Let x, E I converge in 1 . / to x E u . C’(u*u). Then {x~} is a / * I- 
Cauchy sequence. This implies that {xn> is a /I . II-Cauchy sequence, 
since 11 x, - x, /I < 2K / x, - x, /. (x,} converges therefore in II * II 
to an element of ‘$l which must be x. We conclude /I x 11 = lim (1 x, 11 < 
lim2K(x,j =2K/ 1 x in contradiction to the assumption. 
Remark. Lemma 3.5 is also a consequence of the result of Barnes 
in [2], since the enveloping C*-algebra of the closed star algebra 
generated by u and 1 is postliminal. 
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3.6 LEMMA. Let IV > 0 and let u E 3 satisfy j u ] = 1 and 11 u 11 > N. 
Then there exists u” E u - C(u*u) such that j Zz I = 1 and I( ii I( > N/2 
and such that (ii*zZ)1/2 as a function on Sp((~*u)l/~) vanishes on a 
neighborhood of 0. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.5 that there exists M > 0 such 
that II Y II < M I Y I f or all yEU*C’(U*U). Let f, 0 <j< 1 be a 
continuous function on Sp((~*u)‘/~) C [0, l] such that the support off 
is contained in [0, E] and f is identically 1 on [0, c/2] n Sp((u*u)‘l”). 
If E < min(l, N/2M}, we have I u( 1 -f)j = 1 and /] u - u( I -f)lj = 
(jufi\ < M j uf 1 < ME < Nj2, Hence ti = ~(1 -f) has the required 
properties. 
3.7 LEMMA. Take u, N, u” of Lemma 3.6 and let N > 4K. Let 
g, 0 < g < 1 be a continuous function on Sp((~*u)~/~) such that g = 1 
on a neighborhood of 0 and (22*zi)li2 g = 0. 
(i) There is z E u - C((u*u)l12) such that g = 1 - x*x. 
(ii) Writing g’ = 1 - xx* we have iig = 0, g’zi: = 0, gzZ = u”, 
iig’ = a. 
(iii) 11 * /I and I * I are equivalent on g’ * X * g. 
Proof. (i)f([) = [(l - g)(E)/(u*u)(t)]‘l” is a continuous function 
on Sp((~*u)l/~), since (u*u)lj2 is bounded from below on the support 
of (1 - g). Then x = uf has the required properties. 
(ii) One has Gg = 0 by definition of g. Since u”, z E 3E (cf. 3.4), 
one has zu” = tiz = 0 and consequently gzZ = (1 - x*z)ii. = iz and 
= ii(1 - zz*) = ti. To get the missing equation write Zz = UJ 
%l z = uf, where f is as in (i), andJE C(u*u). Clearlyf(1 - g) = j 
Then g’zZ = (1 - uffu*)C = 22 - uf2(u*u)f = Zz - ~(1 - g)j = 
ii-u+ 0. 
(iii) Since fi E 3, we have zi: * g’ . X . g = g’ * X * g * 22 = 
21: *g * X* *g’ = g * 3E *g’ * ti = (01 by (ii). On the other hand II zi: /I > 
(N,‘2) 1 ii 1 > 2K / ii I. L emma 3.2 completes the proof. 
The desired contradiction is now near at hand. We take and fix 
u, g, g’, x with the properties described in 3.6 and 3.7. We have shown 
that ]I . j/ and j . 1 are equivalent on A = X* * X U X - LX* U g’ - X * g U 
C’(u*u). This means that there is a constant C > 1 such that I\ y I\ < 
C j y j whenever y E A. 
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Every x in X is written as x = x( 1 - g) + (1 - g’)xg + g’xg = 
xx*x + xz*xg + g’xg. Consequently 
d CV II z il + l)l 3 I. 
The second inequality holds, since xx* EX * X*, z*x EX* * 3, 
g E C’(U*U), g’xg ~g’ * 3Z *g, and since, furthermore, / xz* 1 < 1 x /, 
1 z*x 1 < / x I, 1 g ) = I, / g’xg 1 < j x j. The inequality 11 x Ij < 
C*(2 I/ z 11 + 1) 1 x 1 (x EX) means that I/ . 11 and j * 1 are equivalent on 
3. This contradiction completes the proof of the main theorem. 
4. COROLLARIES AND REMARKS 
The only place in Section 3 where we have used the fact that 11 + 11 
is a Banach algebra norm is the proof of Lemma 3.5. It is possible to 
give a proof of Lemma 3.5 if // * 11 is merely assumed to be a seminorm. 
Then we have shown 
4.1 COROLLARY. Let B be a C*-algebra and let 21 be a star subalgebra 
of B that contains for every self-adjoint h E 2f the closure of the star 
algebra generated by h. Then, if p is an algebra-seminorm on 5II that is 
bounded on all commutative star subalgebras of 9X, p is bounded on the 
whole of 2X. 
In a subsequent paper we will show that the Corollary also holds 
for a not necessarily submultiplicative seminorm p. The referee 
kindly informed us that A. M. Sinclair has proved Corollary 4.1 for 
the case that 9I is a C*-algebra (and p is submultiplicative) (cf. 
[ll, 4.31). 
It is an open problem in Banach algebra theory whether any 
algebra-norm on g(X), X a compact Hausdorff space, is equivalent to 
the uniform norm (cf. [4, p. 1311). If the answer were positive, 
combined with 4.1 this would lead to the corollary that any algebra- 
norm on a C*-algebra B which makes the involution of B continuous 
is equivalent to the given norm on B (cf. also [I 1, 4.41). 
The following corollary has been announced in the introduction. 
4.2 COROLLARY. Let ‘$l be a semisimple Banach a.&ebra with unit and 
hermitian involution. Then, ‘% is C*-equivalent if and only if every 
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self-adjoint positive element (i.e., positive spectrum) has a self-adjoint 
positive square root in YI. 
Proof. (“if-part”). There is a C*-norm 1 * 1 on %?I (cf. [4, 41.101). 
Let a denote the 1 * j-completion of ‘?I. Every self-adjoint positive 
t E ‘$I is self-adjoint positive in H. Therefore, if t is self-adjoint 
positive in %, then the self-adjoint positive square root of t lies in the 
j . /-closure C(t) of C’(t) in a. C(t) is a commutative semisimple 
hermitian Banach subalgebra of 2I and every self-adjoint positive 
element of C?(t) has a self-adjoint positive square root in c(t). We 
may, therefore, apply Katznelson’s theorem (cf. 2.3) to show that C(t) 
is C*-equivalent and that, consequently, ‘%I is locally C*-equivalent. 
Then Theorem 1 .l gives the assertion. 
In [6] Grothendieck characterizes C*-equivalent algebras among 
all Banach star algebras by their order structure. Theorem 1.1 shows 
that it suffices to consider the order structure of commutative sub- 
algebras. More exactly, Grothendieck shows that, if every continuous 
hermitian linear functional on the Banach star algebra 2I is the 
difference of two positive representable functionals, then 21 is C*- 
equivalent. Thus we get 
4.3 COROLLARY. Let ‘u be a Banach star algebra. If for all self- 
adjoint t E 81 every continuous hermitian linear functional on C(t) is the 
di#erence of two positive representable functionals on C(t), then 21 is 
C*-equivalent. 
Also the result of Pedersen in [9], asserting that a C*-algebra of 
operators on a Hilbert space is weakly closed if each of its maximal 
abelian C*-subalgebras is weakly closed, admits a slight generalization. 
4.4 COROLLARY. Let ‘?I be a star algebra of operators on a Hilbert 
space such that each maximal commutative star subalgebra of 2I is weakly 
closed. If % is a Banach algebra in some norm, then Zt is weakly closed. 
Proof. Since each weakly closed subalgebra of ‘% is closed in 
operator norm, B is locally C*-equivalent. Then ‘?I is C*-equivalent 
and thus closed in operator norm. Now Pedersen’s theorem applies. 
The proof that the Gelfand representation of a commutative 
C*-algebra is a star isomorphism onto ‘Z,,(X), X its spectrum, can 
be modified so as to show that this conclusion holds for a commutative 
Banach star algebra a, if: (a) there is a positive constant ik2 such that 
II x* II II x II < MII x*x /I for all x E 2I; or, if: (16) ‘?I has hermitian 
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involution and there is a positive constant M such that Ij t !’ < My(t) 
for all self-adjoint t E ‘3 (r denotes the spectral radius). 
(cf. the remarks on [4, p. 1891.) This leads to the last two corollaries. 
4.5 COROLLARY. Let ‘3 be a Banach star algebra. Assume that for 
every self-adjoint t E 2I there exists M, > 0 such that [/ x* I/ /I x // < 
M, 11 x*x jl for all x E C(t). Then 9I is C*-equivalent. 
4.6 COROLLARY. Let Pl be a Banach star algebra with hermitian 
involution. Assume that for every self-adjoint t E $8 there exists M, > 0 
such that 11 h Ij < M,r(h) f OY all self-adjoint h E C(t). Then 2l is C”- 
equivalent. 
The reader might derive further corollaries from the results 
collected in [5]. 
Note added in proof J. Wichmann has given a simple proof of 2.4 (and hence of 
Katznelson’s theorem [7]) based on Glickfeld’s characterization of C*-equivalent 
algebras, in his note “On commutative B*-equivalent algebras” (announced in 
Notices Amer. Math. Sot. 22 (1975), 720-46-19). 
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